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We consider the Ramsey number r(sK_,. G) where sK,(s z 1) denotes a set of s disjoint 
edges and G is an arbitrary finite simple graph with no isolated vertices. We obtain upper and 
lower bounds in the general case. Exact results are obtained for certain classes of graF.hs. 
1. Introduction 
Let G1, GZ, . . . , G,,, be simple finite graphs. The generalized Ramsey nunlber 
r(G,, Gz,. . . , G,) is the smallest integer N such that every m-edge colouring 
(E,, EZ.. . ., I&,) of KN contains, for some i, a subgraph isomorphic to Gi in 
colour i. The existence of N follows from a theorem of F.P. Ramsey [lOI. The 
“classical” Ramsey numbers r(&,, KS*, . . . , l&J (written as r(q,, q2, . . . , q,n)) 
were the first to be studied and only a few nontrivial values are known: r(3,3) = 6, 
r(3,4) = 9, r(3,5) = 14, r(4,4) = 18, r(3,3,3) = 17, r(3,6) = 1X and r(3,7) = 23. 
The first five numbers were computed by Greenwood and Gleason [7]. The 
difficulties of Graver and Yackel [6] in computing r(3.6) and r(3.7) suggest that 
there is little ::ope for much further progress in this direction. 
The study of generalized Ramsey numbers has enjoyed surprising success in the 
past few years. The first non-trivial result is due to GerencsQ and GyMas [5] who 
proved in lW7 that if m 3 n 2 2, then r(P,,,, P,,) = m + [in] - 1 (P,,, denotes a path 
with m vertices). Since then numerous and in some cases quite surprising results 
have been obtained. For example if Cm and K;,,, respectively denote i; cycle of 
length m and the complete bipartite graph with sides m and n then the numbers 
r(P,,,, K,,), r(C,, C,,), r(P,,,, C,,), r(P,, K,,,) are all known. Burr [3] gives a 
beatltiful survey ac.:ount of these and many other results in this area. 
In this paper we consider the problem of calculating r(sK,, G) where G is an 
arbitrary simple graph. As one would expect the problem is very complex and we 
obtain oilly partial results. 
The general outline of our approach to handling r(sKz, G) is as follows: if 
G,, Gz, . . . , G,, . . . is a sequence of graphs such that for every s the structure of 
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edge-maximal graphs which contain G, but do not contain Gi (i >s) can be 
determined and is ‘*sufficiently nice” so as to be able to observe their interaction 
with the complement of G then there is some hope that r(& G) can be 
determined. For G, = sK2 the structure theorem (Lemma 1) characterizes all edge 
matching-critical graphs and these graphs are sufficiently nice so as to allow us to 
determine r(sK*, G) for reasonably large classes of graphs G. 
Let G be a simple graph on n vertices none of which is isolated. Suppose G has 
independence number c. Let s be an integer. s 3 1. Write: 
f(s, n,c)==max{n+2s-c- 1. n+s- 1); 
g(s,n,c)=max{n+2s-2-&J.n+s-1). 
We prove: 
(1) fh n, ci~ r(s&, G j c g(s, II, c) (Corollary 2 to Theorem 3). 
(21 r(sKz. G) = f( s,n,c); lSs~~cj+l or samax(g(c-2)](n-c+1)+2,c) 
(Cbollaries I and 3 to Theorem 3). 
(3? bat % be the class of graphs G with no isolated vertices, independence 
number e and such that K, IJ KrC,21 s e. Then 
r(sKZ. G) = f(s, n. c) (G E %I. 
(Corollary 1 to Theorem 4). 
% antains all paths and cycles with independence number c. Also \ rovided 
c d tin] 5!? contains the complete bipartite graphs with independence number c. 
LHJS trivially (Lemma to Theorem 5) if G is e-regular (1 s t < 6) with independence 
number c then GE 5% 
(4) In Theorem 3 we determine r(sK*, K, - KC) (n - 12 c 3 1). K,, - Kc is the 
complement of K, U(n - c)K, i.e. K,, -KC is the complement of the graph 
consisting of KC and n - c isolated vertices. This theorem gives some indication of 
the complexity (see Fig. 1) of the general problem. The proof of this theorem is 
given in the appendix. 
3. :.M&ioll 
In general our notation will follow Cl]. [2] or [8]. As in [23 we shall use the 
following almost standard notation: if ; is a real number then Lx] is the greatest 
integer GX and TX] is the smallest integer 3x. Unfortunately we must introduce 
some further notation special to this paper. 
&et r be an integer (r 3 I). Let P(r) denote the set of sequences m= 
h. mz, . . . , m,) of length r where m, HI is an integer (i = 1,2, . . . , r). We shall 
write r(m) = r to denote the length of tXle sequence m. The symbol r is also used in 
this ~per to denote the Ramsey number r(G, H) of the graphs G and H. 
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However ambiguity is avoided since in this context r is always followed by the 
symbols ( . ). Now let mu P(r). The sequence rn”’ E P(r) is defined by 
m”= (2m, + 1.2m,+ 1,. . . ,2m, + 1). 
Letm,nEP(r). WewritenSm if n,Cm, (i=l,2 ,..., r). 
Let mczP(r) with rn,~rn,~* - * 2 WI, a 0. Let t be an integer for which r - 2 2 
t>O or (r, t)= (1, 1) or (l,O). Let H’(m) b< the graph defined by 
H’(m) = ( b K2,i+,)+ K,; H’(m) = M(m). 
i=l 
Write r(H’(m)) = I; t(H’(m)) = t. We shall see (Lemma 1 to Theorem 1) that the 
class of such graphs is the same as the class of graphs which are edge maximal 
with respect to a matching of maximum size in the graph. It is natural therefore to 
call H’(m) a Tutte-graph. The maximum cardinality of a matching in H’(m) is 
denoted by h(H’(m)). Notice that 
h@?‘(m)) = (i ,i>+ 1 
i=l 
and 
IV(H’(m)))+ t=:r+Zi(H’(m)). (1) 
Let Xz be the set of Tutte-graphs I-Z with A(H)=. s - 1 (~3 I). Let 
X9: (OS t s s - 1) be the elements H of Xf with t(H) = t. W&e ZS = z. 
Suppose G is an arbitrary simple finite graph. Let 
X;(G)={H:H&‘:,GQfi}, 
X:(G) = X:(G) n %‘:, 
ZS (G) = X:(G) n Z’,. 
d:(G)= max{r(H)- t(Hj:HE X:(G)}, 
d,(G) = max{r(H):HE &(G)}. 
In the next section we shall prove that we need consider only those Tutte-graphs 
H with t(H)=O. Hence the key definitions above are X,. X,(G) and d,(G). (We 
n’ote that neither S’:(G) nor X,(G) are empty since KZCs_,)+, is contained in borh. 
therefore df(G) and d,(G) are natural numbers.) 
Let n E P(r) with n, 3 1. We do not assume as in the definition of H’(m) that 
n,>n,>* - *>nn,. Let K(n) denote the graph lJi=, K,. Let ljnll denote 
I;=, (4 -1). 
Let m E F(r). Then we define 
N(G, N(m)) = max{ljnll : K(n) c G, n em”‘}. 
Thus, in an obvious sense, this is a measure of how much of H(m) can be 
contained in G. Let 
N(G, s) = min{N(G, H): HE .9&(G)}. 
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Finally let 9(n) denote the set of finite simple graphs G ha:ring exactly n 
vertices. none of which is isolated, and %(n, c) the elements of 99(n) with 
independence number c. 
4. Theommslaud2 
Let 
(8 
(ii) 
(iii) 
4(s) (sz 1) be the class of graphs G such that: 
G contains (s- II)&, 
G does not contain SK,, and 
consistent with (i) and (ii), G is edge-maximal. 
proof. s[t is easy to check that XF!z .%(s). Let G E 4(s). From the method of a 
proof given by Lovasz [9] for Tutte’s perfect matching theorem it follows that for 
suitable r.pI,p2 ,.... p,Sl and 120, 
This statement is made in a hint to Exercise 5.3.4 in [ 13 on page 229. If r = 1, then 
G is a complete graph and G = KP,+Ko if pI is odd or G = I$,-, +K, if p1 is 
even. This shows G E %‘z. Now suppose that ra 2. If pi is even for some I < i s r. 
then h(G iJxyE ;+ A(G) if XE V(K,) and YE V(K,) (j# i). This contradicts the 
edge-maximality of G. We may assume therefore that pl, p2, . . . . pr are all odd. If 
IS r. then G has a perfect matching or G-x has a perfect matching for some 
x F: UK,). If r = t + I, then G -’ x has a perfect matching for some x E Vi&,,). In 
all of these cases the addition of any edge xy, x E V(KP,), y E V(K,) for if j to 
E(G) does not tincrease A(G) and this is a contradiction. It follows that r - 22 I 
and pi is odd for 1 S i s r which means that G E Xz. Cl 
Lemma 2. Let G be a finite simple graph. Then 
r(sK,, G) = (2s - 1) + &G). 
Proof. Choose HE X%(G) with 
r(H) - t(H) - d:(G). (I) 
Then sK2 Q N, GQ fi. Hence from ( 1, ) and (1) (Section 3) 
r!sK2, G) 3 1 V(H)! + I = (2s -- I) + d%(G). (2) 
Now let N = (2s - 1) + d:(G). Let E(IG,) = (El, &) be a 2-colouring of the edges of 
K,,, so that (Et)$sK2. Furthermore we may suppose that if H is the spanning 
subi raph of KN with edge ;et E,, then H is edge maximal with respect to this 
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property, since we shall prove G c fi. Then, by Lemma 1, HE %a. If GQ fi, then 
HE X:(G). Hence. again from (1) (Section 3) 
iV=[V(H)I=r(H)-t(H)+24s-l&dd$(G)+2s-2 
which is impossible. Hence G L’ fi Hence KN + (SK*, G) and r(sK,, G) s N. q 
Lemma3. Let GE g(n). Then 
d:(G) = max{d,(G) - (s - i) : 1~ i d s). 
.- 
Proof. Since G has no isolated vertices, GQ H’(m) if and only if GQ H(m) i.e. 
H’(m) E X:(G) if and only if H(m) E E&_,(G) (0 s t s s - 1). Write 
Then 
Hence, 
df(G) = max(r(H) - t(H): HE Xi(G)}. 
d:(G) = max{r(If)- ~:HE Zs_,(G)} = d,_,(G)- t. 
from (1) and since Z:(G)= lJ;=A X:(G), 
d:(G) = max{d:(G) : 0 c t s s - l} 
-max{d,_,(G)-t:Oat<s-1) 
=max{d,(G)-(s-i): loins}. Cl 
(1) 
Lemma 4. Let G E S(n). Then 
ds(G)=(n-l)-N(G,s) (~31). 
Proof. Choose H~PE)E Xs(G) so that d,(G) = r(m). Then for some n, n srn”. 
KIft)S G, 
NG, H(m)) = Ibll. (1) 
Then, from (1) and (1) (Section 3) 
MG. H(m)) + 4(G) = I WW)J. (2) 
Since G Q H(m), I V(K(n))l< n - 1. Hence, from (2) 
d,(G)c(n- 1)-N(G, s). (3) 
Now choose H(IOS)E 5Ys(G) so that N(G, H(m))= N(G, s). Then there exists 
11 <tn”’ SQ that K(n) G G and l\nll= N(G, s). Furthermore we may also assume that 
1 V(K(n)‘:I = n - 1 since we may always adjust m by adding zeros to the sequence 
Ml, y112,. . , tn, if necessary (notice rhat this procedure leaves /{nil unaltered). 
Hence 
N( G, .% : r r(H(m)) = n - 1. 
Since r(H(m))sd,(G) the Lemma now follows from (3) and (4). Cl 
(4) 
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lheurm 1. Ler GE S(n). Then 
r(s&, G)= (n+s-2)+max(i-N(G, i): 1 <iis}. 
prod The theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2, 3 and 4. 0 
Theorem I is the technical device fGr obtaining all of our concrete results. 
Theorem 2. Let G E %(n, c). Then 
r(s&, G)af(s, n, c). 
PYoof. Let H,=K,_,+R”_, and Hz= Z&r U E,,_,_1. Then SK*& Hi and GQ Z?i 
(i = I, 2). The result now follows. Cl 
5. Theorem 3 
In this section we state Theorem 3 and prove a number of corollaries. We leave 
the pruof of Theorem 3 to the appendix. This has two major advantages. The 
proof of Theorem 3 is Iung and technical and its inclusion at this stage would 
interrupt the flow of ,this articre. Secondly the proofs of the corollaries give Some 
irsight into the technical machinery needed in the proof of the theorem. 
Suppose &a(), sbl and n-l>cal. Write 
w(k) = [2&/(2k -r l,] * 
s- = max!.qc - w(k!:S,/=S}. 
Tkorem 3. r(sK,, K, - I&) = (II + s - 2)+ max{s-, s - w(s+)}. 
cardlary l. Let GE %(n. c). Them 
r(sK,,G>=n+2s-c-l=f(s,n,c) 
ifszmax(g(c-2)J(n-c+ l)-t2.c). 
ploof. :Suppose 2k+ I SC- 1. Then 
Sk s 1 + [4(c - 2) J (n - c) + [$c -. 2)J C s. 
kknCe if sk 2% 2k t ! ==c wkh impfi’es \2kc/(2k + 1)J = c - 1. Therefore 
s-w(s+)=s-ccl. (1) 
We now show that 
s-ss-c+ 1 
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i.e. for each sk <s 
f(k)=&-,%+‘)<s--c+l. (2) 
We may assume k b 1 ((2) is satisfied for k = 0 since s 3 c) and we may assume, 
since G has no isolated vertices, that n - c 2 1. If cs2k+ 1, then w(k)ac- 1 and 
(2) is again satisfied. Hence suppose k < [Kc - 2)]. We have, since n - c z 1, 
f(k)= I+ l$(c-2)J(n-c)-(E(c-2)J - k)(n-c) 
+ kck/(2k + l)] - \2ck1(2k + l)] 
sl+&c-2)J(n-c)-([;(c-2)1-k) 
+ [ck/(2k + l)] - 12ck/(2k + l)] 
=(2+ [$(c-23](n-c-t 1)-c+ I)+6 
<s-c+l+6 
where 
6=c-2l;(c-2)]-2+k+lck/(2k+l)]-\2ck/(2k+li]. 
Since k a 1, 6 SO. Hence, (2) is satisfied for each sk < s. Therefore, from (1). (2) 
and Theorem 3, 
r(sK,, K,,-K,)Qn+2s-c- 1. (4) 
Since G has independence number c. 
r(sK,, G)sr(sK,. K,,-KC). (5) 
The result now follows from (4) (5) and Theorem 2. 0 
Noticethatif c>\i(c-2)j(n-c+l)+2andc>3.thenc%n-l.SinceG has 
no isolated vertices this implies that G = K,_,.,. Now since c 3 st - 1 we have 
S2C2,H--!. Hence 2s>n+s- 1. Hence f(s. II. c) = 2s. Therefore 
r(sK*, K,,_,,,) = 2s = f(s. n, c). We obtain this result independently as a corollary 
to Theorem 6. 
CoroUary 2. Let GE %(n. c). Then 
f(s. n. c)~r(sK,, G)<g(s. II. c). 
Proof. The first inequality is Theorem 2. We consider the secorl inequality. For 
each Sk -KS 
Sk - w(k)<s- I_&] (k 3 I), (1) 
Sk-W(k)= 1 (k = 0). (2) 
For each Sk 2, s 
s-w(k)=s- &J (krl), 
s-w(k)=s (k = 0). 
(1) 
(2) 
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In equation (4), since k = 0 and Sk > s, ‘we have 1 = so 2 s. Hence s = 1. Therefore, 
from (1) (2). (3) and (4). 
max{s-,s-w(s+)}~max{l,s- [SC]}. 
The corollary now follows from (5) and Theorem 3. 
(5) 
Coro%ry 3, Let GE %(n, c). Then 
r(sK,.G)=ni-s-l=f(s.n,c) $ ss[$cJ+l. 
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 2. 0 
Codary 4. Suppose c <$(n-2) (n>,4). Lef 01+ 1= s+. Then 
r(s&.K,-K,)=(n+s-2)+max{s,-w(Cy).s-w(s+)}. 
Proof. I.et 
f(k)=&+, (kao). 
Then 
f(k+ l)-f(k)=( n-c)-(w(k+l)- ic(k-+ :)/(2k+3)J) 
+(w(k)- kckl(2k + 1)J) 
“(n-c)- [c(k+ 1)/(2k+3)1+ Lck/(2k+ 1)J 30. 
It follows that 
s- =sa-w(a) 
and the corollary is proved using Theorem 3. 0 
Cordlary 5. Lt: GE %(rt. c). Suppose c<a(n - 2) (n 24). Let a + 1 = s+. Then 
f(s+ n. c)~W&+ G)s(n+s-2)+max{s,- w(a), s- w(s+)}. 
Proof. The first inequality is again Theorem 2. The second inequality follows 
from Corollary 4 on observing that 
t(s&. G 16 rw,, K” - K, 1, cl 
This corollary is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
6.Tbemems4amdS 
Let G be a graph with independence number c. Let 1 be any integer (I 5 2;. Let 
su( I) be the set of sequences I = (n,. n2, . . . , nl) E P(I) such that 
(i) n,~nnz~-~~~-nl_.,~33; ~32. 
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Fig. 2. 
We say that G is satisfied if K(n)s (I? for all ~!ESP. 
Exaqple. Suppose c = 6 and G contains the graph shown in Fig. 2. Then G is 
satisfhd. This is easily checked. Y consists of (3, .3.2), (5.2). (4,3), (4.2). (3.3), 
(3.2) and e contains K,UK,U I&, K5 U K2. K, U KS, K,!J K2, K3U K3 and 
K3 kJ A&. 
‘Itim 4. Let E %(n. c). Suppose G is satisfied. Then 
4sK2. G) = j-b, n. c). 
8%0& Let Hi Xk(G) (k 2 1). Let r = r(m) and recall that 
A(H(m)~= i mA=k-1. (1) 
i=l 
Suppose 2k - 2 s c - 1. If k = 1, then tbvially 
N(G, I+Qn)) 22k - 2. (2) 
Now suppose A< ’ a2. Choose I, 1 C I d r, to be the smallest integer such that 
fq+, .= 0 (if m, al let l=r). If I= 1, thlen 
N(G, H(I,J)) = 2k - 2. (3) 
If/S’ write ni = 2iqli I- 4 (i = 1, 2, . . . , I). Then m = (nl, 4.. . . , H~)E Y(l). Hence 
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G 2 K(n). Hence 
N(G, If(m):1 z=/nll= 2k - 2. (4) 
Now suppose 2k -. 2 a C. Then Ci=, 2mi a c. Suppose for some a, 2 < I s r, 
l-1 
C 2fllicC--ls i 2flli (3 
i=l i=l 
This implies m, ~l.i.ctni=2mi+l,i=1.2,... , l- 1 and nl= c -CfZ\ 2mi. Then 
Cf=i (ni- l) = c .- 1 end n F: 9’(I). Hence G 2 K(n). Hence 
N(G, H(m))~c- 1. (6) 
If no such I above can be chosen then 2m 1 3 c - 1 and so again (6) is satisfied. So, 
by (2). (3). (4) and (6) . 
N(G, H(m)) 2 min(2k - 2, c - 1). (7) 
In general 
N(G, k)smin{2k -2. c- 1). (8) 
The theorem now follows from Theorem 1, (7) and (8). Cl 
Cor~Uary 1. Let G E 93( n, c). Suppose Kc U Krclal c G. Then 
r(sK2, G) = f(s, n, c). 
Proof. Let I-I = K, C.I Krclzl. We show that fi, and hence G, is satisfied. The 
c irollary then follows from Theorem 4. Suppose c ~4 (otherwise H is trivially 
satisfied). Assume that G is not satisfied. Choose 1 (I 2 2) subject to 
(i) there exists I (.: Y(I) with K(n) & IX 
(ii) consistent with (i), 1 ia as small as possible. 
If I = 2 a contradiction is obtained immediately. So suppose I > 3. Because of the 
minimality of I, 
K((n,, nz, . ') .l n~-r))c MC, Tfcl>> (1) 
K(n) Q NC, T&l>>. (2) 
Hence, from (1) and (2) there exist disjoint sets I, 9 such that I UJ = 
{1,2,..., I- 1) and 
U K,rK; ( 1 U Kni ‘JK,QKv (3) ieZ iEZ 
(4) 
Hence, from (3) and (4), 
c-c r+4n(-l 
isZ 
(5) 
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Write x = nf. Then, from (8) and (91, 
(7) 
(8) 
li’x- l)Gc- 1 
and from (7) and (8) 
I [$cl -x+3. 
Then. since x 2 2, 
(10) 
(11) 
f(x) - (x - 1)(x - [$cl - 3) + (c - 1) 20. (12) 
Now f(3) < 0 and f( r&l+ 1) C 0. Hence f(x) C 0,3 d x G [$c 1 + 1. Therefore, since 
f(xu)80,~=2~rx~~~cl+l.Ifx=2then,from(O), 
i ni ;B(l- 1)(X+ 1)+X 
i=I 
(13) 
and. from (8) and (13) 
LXSC. (14) 
Hence, from (11) and (LC) we obtain a contradiction. Therefore x 2 r$cj + 1. Using 
(10) this again leads to a contradiction. This is the final contradiction which proves 
that fi is satisfied. Ll 
The next two results give some of the many possible applications of Corollary 1. 
(i! r(sK,,C,)=max{n+2s--I-[$nj, n+s-1) (nS3). 
(ii) I&&, P,)=:max{n t 2s-- 1 - rhnl, n+s- 1) t(nZ=z). 
(iii) r(sZS,. AK”.,) = malx{m t- 2:r- 1, n -t m + s - 1) (n 3 m 2 r&l > I). 
Proof@ ?Ifiis is a direct application of 1 Corollary 1. In other words the indepen- 
dence number c of C”., P, and K,,,, is GnJ, r&n1 and n respectively and the 
compfements of each oif these graphs contains K, U Krc,,,. 0 
Theorem 5 is again an application Df Corollary 1. However the proof is not 
quite @ straightforward. 
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Fig. 3. 
Lemma. Let G be a t-regular graph (1 B t S 6) and G E %Cs cl. Then Kc U Krc121 E 
G:. This is ~.ot rue general if L 2 7. 
Proof. In Fig. 3 we give an example of a graph G with c = 15, t = 7 and such that 
& U K rc,2i 8 e. Suppose 1 s t 66. The result is trivially true if t E {1,2}. Suppose 
t = 3. If Gf K4, then [43 the vertices of G cr?n be partitioned into three 
independent sets so that one of these sets has cardinality c. n Z= 2c, since G is 
3-regular, so one of the other sets must have cardinality at least [c/2]. Hoence 
Kc U Krc/zl c G. Now suppose 4 c t d 6. Assume thal .K< U g e. C be 
independent set size c let H G-C Then has n vertices, &I cf 
edges “average degree” is given 
r = - 2ct)l(n c>J. 
Hence A 3 >A - 
c S - r)/(2t r))n, 
c>((t-r- 1))n. 
By theorem (see 1, p. c Z= Hence, from i 11, 
OsrSt-2. 
(1) 
(2) 
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Turan’s theorem (see [l., p. 11lW]) implies that the independence number of H is at 
least as large as the independence number of the Turan graph H’ with n-c 
vertices and &n - cf edges. This graph is a d.isjoint union of complete graphs of 
size r+ 1 and r+ 2. Let ti anlId 6 be ihe number of vertices of H’ of degree r and 
r+ I respectively. Then 
ar+b(r+ l)= ICn-2ct, (4) 
a + 6 = 11% - c. (5) 
Since H has no independent set as large as [)cl, 
a/( r + 1) + &/( r 4- 2) < ;e. (6) 
From (4), (5) and (6) 
(r2+7r+6-$C)c>2{2r+2-t)n. (7) 
From (2) and (7). r 22. From (7) if r = 2, t # 6. From (1) and (7) 
l(r) = -r3f(f-3)r2+(t-2)r-2tbO. (8) 
It is easy to check that f(r) GO, 2 < rs4. Hence (8) gives us our desired 
contradiction. Hence Ic, U K,,,, c G.. 0 
Tkrem 5. Let G be a t-regdar graph (16 t s 6) with independence number c. 
Suppose G has n vertices Then 
r(s&, G) = f(s, n, c). 
Pro& This is now a direct consequence of Corollary 1 (to Theorem 4) and the 
Lemma. Cl 
In one sense the lemma (for Theorem 5) is best possible. If additional structure 
is imposed Jpon G then possibly the result can be strengthened. For example we 
might suppose th%t G is transitive. 
Theorem 6. Let C E %(n, c). Suppose G is a spanning subgraph of the complete 
bipartite graph &,b (c 2 b 3 I). L.et n = c + b. Then 
r(sK2, G) = f(s. n, C’F. 
Roof. By Theorem 2 
r(s&, G) af(s, n, c). 
We prove that 
k-N:G,k)6max(l,k-c+l). lckss. 
(1) 
(2) 
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Then the theorem follows from Theorem 1, (1) and (2). Choose N(m) E Z,(G) so 
th:at N(G, H(m)) = N(G, k). Then there exists n, n<m*. K(n)c e and llnll= 
N(G, k). Furthermore, as in the proof of Lemma 4 (Theorem 1) we may also 
assume that m can be chosen so that I V(K(n))\ = IZ - 1. Hence 
N(G. k)=(n- 1)-r. (3) 
In general, since G has independence number c, 
N(G, k)sc- 1. (4) 
If (4) is an equality, then (2) is satisfied. Hence suppose that (4) is a strict 
inequality. Then, from (3), r 22. Also 2m, Cc - 1 (otherwise N(G, k) BC - 1). Let 
t be the smallest integer such that Cf=i (2mi + 1) 2 c (t 22). Then 
i (2 mi+ l)aC+2m,. 
i=l 
Since G Q H(m) 
~ (2mi+ l)~b-1 
i=t+l 
(5) 
(notice that if r = t then b = 1 and we regard (6) in this case as vacuously true). 
From (5) and (6) 
i (2&+ l)<(n-1)+2m,. (7) 
i=l 
By definition 
k - 1 = t %lli. 
i=l 
Then from (J), (7) and (8) 
k-N(Gk)=(i f&)+1-(n-1-r) 
i=l 
~(~,m,)+l+r-(~~(2m,rl))+2m* 
=- i Mi +1+2m,<l 
( ) i=l 
since m1am23. - -b m, and ~32. Hence (2) is always satis5ed. U 
(8) 
c0r0uary. 
(i) +K,,K,,,)=max{c tb+s- 1,2s+b-- l} (cab3 1). 
(ii) r(sK,, K,,,) = max{n + S, 2s). 
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Root. This is immediate from Theorem (~1. q 
As already mentioned this corollary sub:sumes Corollary 2(iii) (Theorern 4). 
Appen&& proof of Theorem 3 
In order top.raveTheorem 3 we need to prove aseries of propositions. Throughout 
the proof we let G = K, - K, (n - 13:~ > 2). The case when I: = 1 is easily dealt 
with independently and it helps technically to do so. 
011 . Let 2s k G s. Then there exists H(m) E i&(G) such that 
(i) N(G, pi(m)) = N(G, k) 
(ii) /br sOme n Sm@:, K(n) s G, Ilnll= N(G, k) and 1 V(K(n))j = n - 1 
(iii) for seine m a1 und some Q, O~UG~ (r=r(tn)), mi=m (i=?,2,...,~), 
*, =m-1 (j=u+l,...,r; ufr). 
Proof. Choose , I(nr) E Zk(G) satisfying (i) and (ii). This we can always do (see the 
proof of Lemma 4 (Theorem 1)). If for some i and j with 1 s i Cj G r, m, - m, a 2, 
replace m, by ml + 1, m, by mh - 1 to obtain a new sequence m’. Clearly 
Mm’) E Z&(G) and 
N( G, H(d)) :s N( G, H(m)). 
Hence I’V(G, H(d)) = N(G, k) and thus tS’(m’) still satisfies (i) and (ii). We can 
now continue this procedure, if necessary, to obtain the required sequence. U F 
l%ta&n. Write ri = r- a. We shall denote a sequence m as described in Proposi- 
tinn l(iii) by: 
m=(a,b), (OSu~r,m~l1) 
i.e. the llirst u terms of m have value m and the last b terms value m - 1 (b 20). 
At-y sequence rn su:h that H(m) satisfies all the conditions of Proposition 1 will 
be callecj a k -udmis_;ibfe sequence. The set of such sequences we denote by A(k 1. 
Notice [hat if rn~ A(k) 
N(G.k)=n-l-(a+b). (1) 
2Z.et sal. SuPpuzeforsonre mM, ua0, bal, ra =(a, b),cA(s). 
7hen m’=(a+1,b-l),E.rl(s$I) (m~l,sz=2) if and only if N(G,s)= 
N(G, s-i- 1). 
proof. Clearly if rrr’~ A(s + 1). then N(G, 5) = N(G, s + 1). Now a,ssume N(G, s) = 
N(G, f: -e 1 L Then. since c a2, s zz 2. Hence m Z= 1. Suppose m’+ A(s + 1). Let 
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rii ~= (a’, b’), E A(s + 1). Then, from (l), 
a+b=a’+b’. 
Recall also that 
s=um+b(m-l)+l, 
si-l=a’r-tb’(r-l)+l, 
Equations (2). (3) and (4) give a contradiction. 0 
In the next propositions we suppose that s 2 2 and 
N(G,s--l)=N’G,s)<N(G,s+l). 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
6) 
Proposition 3, There exkt integers a a 0, b 2 1, m 2 0 such rhat: 
(i) either nr”‘= (a - 1, i!, + l)m+l or m(*‘=(b- 1, l),, belongs to A(s- I), 
(ii) m’= (a, b),,,+, E A(s), m”= (a + 1, b- l),,,+lg A(s + 1). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 2. Cl 
Notice tha.t in Proposition 3(i) we should say either m(“~ A($-- 1) or 
la - 1. l),n+l EA(s- 1). Now if (a- 1, l),.,.,~ A(s- 1), then by Proposition 2. 
(a, %?l.c, E A(s). Our notation then becomes confused since we assume in Propos- 
ition 2 that b 5 1. It is easier therefore to assume in this case that I’~‘E A(s - 1). 
Proposition 4. There exist integers I und S. 2 < I c 6, 3 :S S s 4 such thul 
c=(u-1)(2nl-3)+1(2m-tl)+S 
where u, b are defined in Proposition 3. 
Proof. If u(2m+3)+(2m+1)~cc, then GQH(m”) and so rm”~A(.s+ 1). This is a 
contradiction. Hence there exists I, 2 s Id b so that 
c-(2m t l)a0(2m t3)+(1- 1)(2m + l!<c. (0) 
S’ince H(m”)k q9+,(G), 
(u+1)(2m+3)tEI-2)(2m+l)2c. 
‘The result now follows frrnrn (6) and (7). 17 
(7) 
Recall that 
n-c-l=b-1. (8) 
hoyo&ion 5. Let 6 be us in fropositiorl 4 und a, m us i I Proposirions 3.4. Then 
USrn-S-k3. 
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Run& Assume that a > M - 8 + 4. Then, from Proposition 4, 
(a-m+S-4)(2m+3)+(I+m-S+4)(2m+l)sc-1. (9) 
Write p=(a-m+S-4,b+m-S+5),+,. From (8) and (9) 
G$ H(P). (10) 
Hence H(p) E XS+b_rl (G). However, since r(p) = r(m’) + 1, it follows from (1) that 
N(G, H(p)) = NG Wn’)) - 1 
=iV(G,s)-l=N(G,s-1)-l. 
This is impossible. 0 
proposctiob 6. Let m be as defined in Proposition 3. Then s = s,,,. 
Root. Recall that (using the notation of Propositions 3, 4 and 5) 
JSiJIS4, 
aSm-6+-3, 
(c+2)-6-2a=(a+1- 1)(2m+l), 
s-l=a(m+l)+bm. 
From (11). (12) and (13) 
a + I = [cl(2nt + 1)1. 
From (11) and (13) 
a= L~((c-1)-(a+I-l)(2m+1))1. 
From (8) and (14) 
s= l+(a+I)m+(n-c-l)m+a. 
From (15), (16) and (17), s = s,,,. Cl 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14 
(l(*) 
(17) 
m 7. IwiG, s,,,) = w(m). 
Proof. From (I!, (8) and (15) 
N(G, s) = c - rc/(2m + 1)1 = ~($2). 0 
M of ‘IEeom 3. Let f’(k) = N(G, kj and g(k) = k-f(k) (1 d k s s). We know 
that f(k) is monotonic increasing and that by Proposition 6 f(k) changes “slope” 
from 0 to ~0 only at points s,,, (m 20). Now g(k) has “slope” 1,O and <(E accordl- 
ing as f(k) has slope 0, 1, >l respectively. Write 
Then 
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maxk(k): I Sk cs}= max{a(s), g(s)) 
and either 
I&) =: s -f(,$‘) 
or 
Hence, from (18). (19). (20) and Proposition 7. 
max{g(k): I ckss)= maxIs_. s- w(s+)}. 
(18) 
(19) 
(2W 
(21) 
The result now follows from Theorem I and (21). Cl 
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